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By Michael Knox

ECW Press,Canada, Canada, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Play Out the Match, Michael Knox s first published collection of poetry, is also an extended
meditation on the idea of reconciliation. Vivid and lyrical, the poems make use of various voices,
speakers, and landscapes to explore the surreptitious aspects of fear and indifference, tenderness
and fragility. In Play Out the Match, dollar store cashiers, Scottish pub brawlers, lovers, and
cowards create a broad and sympathetic world of otherness. Shifting viewpoints and lexicons
weave across a wide variety of experience and emotion, producing a poetry that is cinematic in its
imagery but lucid and accessible in content. In achingly human narratives, Knox examines the finer
lines between love and indifference, meaning and loss.
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ReviewsReviews

Good electronic book and valuable one. It generally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook through which really transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn

Extensive guideline! Its this kind of good go through. Yes, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just pleased to inform you
that this is basically the greatest book we have go through inside my own life and could be he greatest pdf for possibly.
-- Ma dison Ar m str ong-- Ma dison Ar m str ong
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